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Abstract. The interaction between air quality and climate involves dynamical scales that cover a very wide range. Bridging these scales in numerical simulations is fundamental
in studies devoted to megacity/hot-spot impacts on larger
scales. A technique based on nudging is proposed as a
bridging method that can couple different models at different scales.
Here, nudging is used to force low resolution chemical
composition models with a run of a high resolution model
on a critical area. A one-year numerical experiment focused
on the Po Valley hot spot is performed using the BOLCHEM
model to asses the method.
The results show that the model response is stable to perturbation induced by the nudging and that, taking the high
resolution run as a reference, performances of the nudged
run increase with respect to the non-forced run. The effect
outside the forcing area depends on transport and is significant in a relevant number of events although it becomes weak
on seasonal or yearly basis.

1

Introduction

Processes determining the atmospheric composition cover
the whole spectrum of dynamical scales, ranging from
the global, relevant for climate and large scale transport
episodes, to molecular, where dissipation of energy takes
place along with the basic transformation processes (chemical reactions and removal).
Studying the interaction between climate and anthropogenic activities, especially those concentrated in

megacities/hot-spots, requires the description of a wide variety of scales, from those typical of anthropogenic emissions,
to the global scale. The simultaneous explicit description of
these processes is limited by computer resources. Therefore,
the need to allow different scales to interact calls for a variety of approaches to bridge them. This connection is already well established in the direction of global-to-regional
(or regional-to-local), since it is the result of using output
from large scale models to feed boundary conditions into
limited area models. This one-way nesting approach has long
been used in atmospheric modelling including meteorological applications, operational weather forecast and, more recently, atmospheric composition studies and forecast applications like the GEMS/MACC projects (e.g. Huijnen et al.,
2010). This coupling is implemented between different models (i.e. when boundary conditions are provided by an external model) or within the same model when nesting (one-way)
is needed for zooming purposes.
The exchange of information in the reverse direction is
highly problematic though of great interest. In fact, uncertainties in large scale simulations critically depend on the
contribution from the most polluted areas. Here the highly
inhomogeneous distribution of sources and the intrinsic nonlinearity of the processes involved may give rise to significant
differences between coarse and fine resolution simulations.
Different methods have been used so far to implement high
resolution information on specific location resulting from detailed anthropogenic emission inventories and refined resolution simulations. In the two-way nesting approach the “parent” run domain includes one or more sub-domains where the
same model is run (children processes) at a resolution finer
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than the parent. The fine scale simulation communicates
with the coarser one taking the parent results at the children
sub-domains boundaries as boundary conditions, and feeding back the parent with high resolution fields resulting from
the children simulations. Two-way nesting has been used to
bridge very different scales, from global (Krol et al., 2005) to
urban (Wolke et al., 2008). The benefit of two-way nesting
in atmospheric composition applications is not completely
assessed (Misenis and Zhang, 2010) although some studies
have shown more accurate predictions of chemical species
(Gego et al., 2005; Fast et al., 2006).
Other models adopt stretched grids (Struzewska and
Kaminski, 2008; de Meij et al., 2009), where a single grid
with variable horizontal resolution permits focusing on a selected area. This approach has the advantage of no duplicate
runs with different resolutions and the information can propagate in a natural way across the scales. On the other hand,
with this approach refining resolution in the area of interest
also implies refinement in other areas unnecessarily increasing the computational cost. Using it to focus on different
spots simultaneously can become very expensive.
Both approaches, two-way nesting and grid stretching,
have common problems when seen from the present perspective. They are designed to run one model at different resolutions. However when looking at the air quality/climate
interactions, processes accounting for different scales are so
different that they cannot be dealt with using one model only.
Coupling different models can be performed by forcing a
low resolution run with results from a high resolution simulation using a data assimilation approach. Here, we adopt
nudging as the simplest technique of performing the bridging. The most interesting feature of this technique is that it is
suitable, for example, to force global models using regional
or local models, without a direct dynamic two-way interaction.
In the analysis presented here it is assumed that the high
resolution run provides results nearest to the truth. Although this is not always straightforward for the state-of-theart models and typical resolutions (Valari and Menut, 2008),
this assumption relies on the consideration that models that
can deal with fine scale are typically calibrated to perform
well in areas with strong emissions at fine scale resolution.
Moreover, improvements with resolution are expected to become more relevant in the future as a result of research efforts to improve processes parameterisations and emissions
description.
The aim of this paper is to evaluate the effectiveness of
such approach. An experiment will be performed using the
BOLCHEM model (Mircea et al., 2008) at two different resolutions to simulate a two-model configuration. It must be
kept in mind that the real application to the two-model configuration would also present the difficulty of exchanging information between two different chemical mechanisms and
two possibly different vertical coordinate systems. Using the
same model at two resolutions allows us to isolate the effect
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 3677–3685, 2012

of exchanging information, highlighting the effect of nonlinearities only.
2

Bridging the scales: the nudging technique

The basic idea of the nudging technique is to force the model
run towards available measurements (the “truth”) with some
relaxation term in the governing equations. The nudging
method is widely used in many fields of atmospheric modelling (Haase et al., 2000; Davolio and Buzzi, 2004) and air
quality simulations (Kim et al., 2010) to assimilate data into
model runs. In the present application of the nudging concept, the concentration fields in a given region of a low resolution (LRn) run are forced towards the values obtained from
a high resolution (HR) run which uses a non-forced low resolution (LR) run as boundary conditions.
The technique consists of adding a term to the concentration tendency equation in the low resolution model. This
term acts to force the computed concentrations towards the
high resolution concentrations obtained from a fine scale
model:

dCLRn
1
CHRr − CLRn
=
dt
τ

(1)

where CHRr is the concentration obtained from the HR run
remapped onto the LR grid, τ is the relaxation time, which
regulates how fast the actual fields are relaxed to the high
resolution fields. For integration time step 1t  τ , the numerical solution is:

CLRn (x, y, z, t + 1t) = CLRn (x, y, z, t)

1t 
CHRr (x, y, z, t) − CLRn (x, y, z, t) (2)
+
τ

Alternatively, the full exponential solution of Eq. (1) is used
if the above condition is not fulfilled.
Nudging is applied at each point of a given domain of the
LRn run. The forcing is determined by the value of the HR
run remapped onto the LR grid. This makes the forcing grid
coincide with that of the forced run implying no need of any
weighting function, in contrast to what is usually assumed
when applying nudging to station data. Actually, this corresponds to a “top-hat” weighting function in for each point of
the HR remapped.
The rationale of this approach lies in the fact that nonlinearities in dynamics and chemistry lead to concentration
fields, obtained from the HR run and averaged over the LR
grid, which differ significantly from those directly obtained
from the LR run. Furthermore, the actual forcing term, HRr,
is obtained from HR by remapping the HR results onto the
LR grid. It is known that HRr is likely to perform better than
HR when compared to data (Valari and Menut, 2008) because
HR runs are more prone to inaccuracies in the wind direction when dealing with the plume-receptor problem. This is
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/3677/2012/
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known in meteorological applications as the double-penalty
problem (Mass et al., 2002).
In the present paper the nudging technique is applied to
concentration fields only. The same kind of forcing could in
principle be applied to the meteorological fields as well. This
requires adding the nudging term in the dynamical equations.
However, this problem is far more complex because it would
produce an unbalance in the dynamical fields that could require damping for the sake of numerical stability. This would
complicate the picture and make results less clear. On the
other hand, data assimilation in dynamical systems is a complex and evolving problem that is beyond the scope of the
present study. Because of the extremely complex picture that
could arise as a consequence of forcing meteorology, this option is not considered here.

3

Experimental setup

The nudging procedure is applied to couple two BOLCHEM
runs at two different resolutions over two different domains.
Three different types of model runs were performed for the
whole year 2005:
1. the non-forced LR run (0.5◦ × 0.5◦ , 1t = 400 s) over
Europe (6◦ W–44◦ E, 30◦ N–57◦ N), driven by boundary conditions from ECMWF for meteorology and by
climatological values for chemistry. The anthropogenic
emissions prepared by INERIS for the CityZen project
http://www.cityzen-project.eu/ are used.
2. the HR run (0.1◦ × 0.1◦ , 1t = 90 s) that covers the Po
Valley (7.95◦ E–12.83◦ E, 44.4◦ N–45.98◦ N) driven by
boundary conditions (both for meteorology and chemistry) taken from LR run; and
3. several LRn runs using different parameters and configurations, over the same domain and with the same resolution as the LR run applying the nudging in the above
defined Po Valley region to all model species at all levels.
For all the runs, the number of levels used is 33 for meteorology, up to σ = 0.01 and 16 for chemistry, up to σ = 0.5,
where σ is the ratio of the air pressure at the considered level
divided by the pressure at the surface. First vertical level is at
about 20 m (40 m thickness), stretched according to a cubic
law.
The forcing term HRr is obtained by remapping the HR
results over the LR grid conserving the mass according to
Jones (1999). Given that the number of levels is the same
for LR and HR, the mass of each species remapped is conserved provided that for each LR grid cell the average thickness of the grid does not differ too much from the LR thickness. This particular procedure can be applied here because
we are dealing with the same model and we use the same
www.atmos-chem-phys.net/12/3677/2012/
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levels for different horizontal resolutions. Given the methodological nature of the present study, it is intended only to
exclude spurious effects and cannot be kept valid for more
general applications.
The relaxation time τ in Eq. (1) was set to 1200 s, so that in
steady conditions and for a passive tracer the LR run would
converge to the HR run before the updated forcing value was
used. This relaxation time is used as a reference and is varied
for sensitivity experiments as described in the next section.
The value of CHRr is updated every hour.
4

Results

The simulations were performed according to the configuration described in the previous section. The time interval
at which boundary conditions are updated was fixed to one
hour. Then different LRn runs were performed in different
configurations for sensitivity analysis.
Model results were analysed in different regions of the domain: the core region (frame 0), where the forcing is applied,
plus three additional frames surrounding the core:
1. frame 1 (region limited internally by the core bounds
and externally by the box: 6.7◦ E–14.3◦ E, 43.3◦ N–
47.0◦ N);
2. frame 2 (region limited internally by the frame 1 bounds
and externally by the box: 6.0◦ E–15.1◦ E, 42.8◦ N–
47.5◦ N);
3. frame 3 (region limited internally by the frame 2 bounds
and externally by the box: 5.4◦ E–15.8◦ E, 42.2◦ N–
47.9◦ N).
Frames were selected to keep the number of model grid
points as uniform as possible across them.
The model orography in the focus area is presented in
Fig. 1 along with a graphical representation of the different areas involved in the model analysis. Frame 3 extends
up to the central Italy to the south and to Marseilles on the
west segment. Figure 2 shows in the same area an example
of the HR run and the forcing term CHRr − CLR for O3 on
2005-06-17, 12:00 UT at the surface. This highlights the fine
resolution used in the area and the strength of the forcing.
Seasonal statistics were computed for ground level concentrations (first model level) of carbon monoxide (CO),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2 ), ozone (O3 ) and particulate matter
>10 µg (PM10 ) in order to verify the stability and quantify
the strength of the effect of nudging and its spread outside
the forcing area. The standard deviations of the differences
CLRn -CLR for winter and summer for the four species are
reported in Fig. 3. The effect of nudging is evident in the
core region for the four species with some difference and
with some seasonality. Some spread is observed in external
frames, with PM10 qualitatively showing an influence outside
Atmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 3677–3685, 2012
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the core that is larger than any other species. Looking at seasonality, it can be observed the strongest differences between
summer and winter for CO and O3 . This corresponds to the
seasonality in concentration: O3 concentration is larger in
summer due to photochemical processes while CO concentration can be large at the surface level in winter due to the
reduced boundary layer height. NO2 is a mixture of both
because it is partly emitted like CO and partly a product of
photochemical reactions. PM10 is observed to present high
values in both summer and winter with a relevant influence
outside the forcing region also in the season where it presents
the largest concentration.
These results are summarised and quantified in Fig. 4 that
shows the Taylor diagrams computed using the whole year
data, and for the 4 different regions. The Taylor diagram
(Taylor, 2001) provides concise two-dimensional plots of
statistical properties which show how well the simulated patterns match a reference. In this case in Fig. 4, the comparison between low resolution simulations (with and without
nudging) and the reference (HRr run) is performed. The axes
refer ti the standard deviation of the LR run normalised to
the standard deviation of the reference. The correlation coefficient between a given field and the reference is represented
by its azimuthal position, while the centred pattern root mean
square difference between a run and the reference (in units of
standard deviation) is proportional to their distance. Therefore each point plotted on the diagram defines how close a
simulation is to the reference in terms of the above statistical
properties.
The Taylor diagrams on Fig. 4 show a clear improvement
within the forcing region that demonstrates the stability of
the system to perturbations introduced by the forcing term.
The improvement progressively decreases, while remaining
positive, as we consider outer regions and is similar for the
four species. It can be observed that in frames 2 and 3, LR
performs better than in the core. This can be rather fortuitous. However, it is possible to give an interpretation considering that the majority of emissions in the area are concentrated in the Po Valley, i.e., within the core and that the
Po Valley is a semi-enclosed basin. It can be argued that
most of the pollutants, on the average, remain bounded in
this region making concentrations there much higher than
outside. Small absolute errors are likely to be associated with
small concentrations in external frames. It is evident that LR
concentration of O3 do not seem to significantly change its
behaviour from frame to frame. Being O3 a secondary and
long lived (when not destroyed by titration in presence of
high NO levels) specie and, therefore, less connected to local
emissions it is more likely to be exported making the behaviour in the different frames less variable. Looking at the
improvements introduced by nudging, no noticeable differences among species can be observed besides PM10 always
showing the largest improvement.
Improvements can be quantitatively defined using the centred pattern RMS difference (Taylor, 2001) of LR with reAtmos. Chem. Phys., 12, 3677–3685, 2012
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Fig. 2. Surface concentration of O3 from HR simulation (left panel) and the corresponding CHRr − CLR for 2005-06-17, 06:00 UTC (right
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Fig. 3. Standard deviation of the differences CLRn - CLR for each species. First row shows the behaviour of O3 (a), CO (b), NO2 (c) and
PM10 (d), respectively, in summer; the same for the second row, but for winter. Boxes are as in Fig. 1.
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5 Conclusions
entire year of data.
A new method for allowing different models with different
spatial resolutions to interact in two way has been investigated. The method is based on the usual boundary condition
exchange to provide forcing in one way and on the nudging technique for coupling from high- to low-resolution. To
test the method, numerical experiments were performed using the BOLCHEM model at different spatial resolutions, to
simulate coupling of different models. The focus of the experiments was on the Po Valley hot-spot.
Results show a large improvement in the forcing region,
highlighting the stability of the method. As far as the influence outside the forcing region is concerned, small values of
IM are observed averaging over yearly or even seasonal time
periods. Nevertheless, it is observed that a relevant fraction
of cases present fairly large improvement outside the forcing
area.
Analysing one test case has shown that influence of nudging can extend as far as 200 km with an improvement of 10 to
20 % for some species due to advection. It can be argued that
in regions that are more windy (on yearly or seasonal basis)
than the Po Valley, the spread would become relevant also at
these time scales.
Based on the test case, some sensitivity studies were
also performed and they shown that the method is quite
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(A − B)/A ∗ 100. For example in Fig. 4a for CO we have
A ∼ 0.8 B ∼ 0.2, therefore we have IM = 75, which corresponds to an improvement of 75%. Fig. 5 shows the frequency functions for daily values of IM, for the different
species. It can be observed that the most frequent value of
IM in the core region lies between 60 and 70. We can also
see that in the outer frames the most frequent values lie between 0 and 10 (as for CO) with a long positive tail (in particular for frame 1). This means that on average the effect in
the outer frames is small, but in a number of cases can be as
large as 40 (PM10 and CO).
To illustrate the improvement due to nudging in the outer
frames, we selected one of the cases that contribute to the
long tails observed in Fig. 5. From the examination of the
time series of daily averaged IM, the case study of 200506-17 has been selected, in which large values of IM occur
in outer frames. The values of IM for the different species
for this case study are reported in Fig. 6 as function of the
frame number assumed as an indicator of the distance from

Fig. 8. Contour plot of the average difference of CLRn -CLR for
Fig. 8. Contour plot of the average difference of CLRn − CLR for
PM10 for the case study 2011-06-17 at 07:00 UTC
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Sensitivity tests
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case which means that
in the present configuration, exchanging the single species or their total mass, with the mechanism
described above, do not produce relevant change. It must be
kept in mind that the present configuration with one model
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interpolation but matching the equivalent layers between the
two models. An additional problem that should be investigated is how to deal with different stability conditions of the
boundary layer as seen by the low- and high-resolution runs.
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